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A B S T R A C T 
Thoughts of death a r i s e in the raind of a normal and healthy 
person only momentarily on occasions when some one dies or when one 
accompanies a funeral or performs funerary r i t e s himself. 
The average person reac t s to death through a given set of 
be l i e f s and convict ions. One may believe in the a f t e r - l i f e or may 
consider such ideas as absured and i r r e l e v a n t to l i f e . Consequently, 
one ' s react ions toward death are doubtelessly linked up with one 's 
system of b e l i e f s . 
However, dozens and scores of examples can be c i ted where a 
sophis t ica ted mind reac t s to death in the most balanced manner which 
r e f l e c t s h i s fundamental philosophy. 
What then cons t i tu t e s confrontations with death? The c l ea res t 
ins tance of t h i s takes place in ser ious i l l n e s s , accident , or in case 
of physical a t tack where the fear of physical pain i s qui te overwhelmi-
ng. The view has been propounded by Kubler Rose (1970). 
In the case of cancer pa t i en t s when the deaease becomes 
iden t i f i ed i t simultaneously s ignals death in bulk of the cases . 
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That one cannot escape death, that one must vd.nd up all hopes for 
survival, and that the time available and left over for life activi-
ties can be readily counted - all such thoughts contribute to the 
higher degree of accentuation of death anxiety. In early malignancy 
the factor of hope considerably outweighs all other factors but with 
advancing malignancy it becomes increasingly clear to the individual 
that his days can be safely numbered. Hence the differentials in the 
effects of death the anxiety in advanced antiearly malig-nancy seem to 
be quite provable in the light of these accepted pathological descrip-
tions of cancer. 
It has been established through reliable studies that there ere 
certain ailments including cancer whose onset brings about changes in 
the personality characteristics, and the eteology of many such ailments 
involves psychological factors. 
One of the most significant aspect of cancer research as regards 
the etiology of cancer includes findings which give indications of 
psychological factors in the development of cancer. Nand ff. Sah and 
E. Hasnain (1981) have brought out a summary of the reports that have 
some largely from the Science Reporter issue of February 1983. They have 
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even ventured to suggest that yogic practices may help curing cancer 
and much attention has been paid by the Government of India in this 
regard. 
It has been suggested that Liaison between psychiatry and ecology 
is necessary for the sake of better care of cancer patients. In facts, 
indecisive studies of occurence, nature, and severity of psychiatric 
disorders in various categories of cancer patients are needed. 
Cancer, being the surest signal for death, a variety of reactions 
have been observed in the pilot study which the patient expresses when 
he visualizes the signal of fast approaching death. In the light of 
discussion made earlier made e the investigator had good reasons to 
suppose that interview with patient was necessary in order to understand 
the actual meaning of the differences in the observed reactions. 
Besides, it was assumed in the light of some relevant information that 
the prologne.d course of this desease tends to bring about changes in 
the reactions of the patients with the passage of time. What happens 
to an individual's inner self as the deseases makes progress, 
- if -
signalling the end of one's life? In fact, itis an important queetion. 
Changes in the reactions at the time of first exposure to desease and 
the subsequent inner happenings must have their consequences for death 
anxiety. Hence death anxiety in cancer patient is a relative term 
depending upon the stage of the progress of desease. The investigator 
therefore, constructed an interview schedule on the basis of the 
experiences of the pilot study and the categories of items mentioned 
in the schedule tend to highlight the most sensitive aspects of 
reactions which come from the very inner world of the patient. 
In the pilot study the investigator had arrived at some interestig 
factors which emerged from the content analysis of the responses ^,o 
case study schedule. These factors included. 
1. Religiousity. 
2. Succumbing to fear of death. 
3. Emotional disturvances due to family, 
4. Reconciliation with death, 
5. Transcendence over fear of death. 
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SAMPLE; The sample of the extended inquiry consisted of 100 cancer 
patients. Of these, 50 patients were of advanced malignancy and 
50 patients were of early malignancy. The patients were further split 
on the basis of age i.e. above 50 years (oisder) and below 50 years 
(younger) age. These patients were randomly drawn from the population 
of cancer patients in the TATA Memorial Hospital, Bombay. The affects 
of malignancy and age are quite evident from the findings. Death 
anxiety is found to have minimized in the advanced states of 
malignancy. Besides, some other important findings have been observed. 
1. The factor of age tends to interact with which is more prononed 
pronounced in the younger subjects. We may safely assume that there is 
probably a factor of "death expectancy" in relation to age, where 
death expectancy is a low in younger people and high in the older. 
Hence it may be assumed that death anxiety,bears a relationship with 
death expectancy, and age and health may stand as significant variables 
in this regard. 
2. Subjects in the stage of early malignancy express higher DA 
which may be assigned to the stock arising out of the first exposure 
to cancer. 
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3. The conclusions arising out of the qualitative analysis are 
no less important than the ones drawn from the quantitative analysis. 
k* Death anxiety does accompany meaninglessness in the majority 
of cases. In those rare cases where the patient clings to meaning 
death itself turns to be meaningful. And this happens in the case of 
sophisticated minds. 
An inquiry into the meaniagfulness and meanin-glessness of death 
is relation to DA may therefore be of tremendous significaace for the 
purpose of deeper understanding, 
5. Similarly, the complicated subjective picture which exists in 
relation to the factor of hope and despondency in esrly and advanced 
stages is noticeably interesting . What accentuates hope and despond-
ency must be seen in relation, to the total personality background 
and the particular stage of malignancy. 
6. As regards patient's attitude toward illness there is suffici-
ent evidence to believe that intangible factors such as belief system 
acts a determinant of such attitudes. Worrying more or less about the 
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disease has also l o t to do with such material factors as f inancial 
condition, the question of survivors e t c . 
7, Concerning p a t i e n t s ' reac t ions towards family, the subjective 
factors have a two fold channeling which i s ' o f an i n t e r a c t i n g nature . 
This channeling coaes from in feel ings a r i s ing in the mind of pa t ien t 
and those ex is t ing in minds of family members. The s i tua t ion comprises 
of the iateractioEii of these two fee l ings . I t i s worthwhile to i n v e s t i -
gate these feel ings in r e l a t i on to the sa t i s f ac t ion and happiness one 
derives from them during the stages of early and l a t e malignancy. 
8. Las t ly , of course, the factorsof early and advanced malignancy 
are s ign i f ican t in r e l a t ion to a l l those subjective aspects which can 
be brought under the perview of i nves t iga t ions . Perhaps the most 
s ign i f ican t thing i s the a t t i t u d e of reconc i l i a t ion towards death. 
As one gets used to having a cancer the a t t i t u d e towards death gets 
a marked change. But the question i s - who reconci les with death. This 
question requires a ful l-f ledged inquiry in i t s own r i g h t . Hence, 
while r e i t e r a t i n g the concluding words of the l a s t Chapter i n the 
following. The inves t iga to r suggests that a ful l -f ledged qua l i t a t i ve 
research i s required for improving our understanding of the reac t ions 
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jpf cancer patients towards life and the external reality because 
present investigator has already observed that "there is reconciliatioa 
with death, great despondency and an accentuated feeling of meanimg-
lessness in life. It may be that as we have realization about life, 
as we live through it, we also have realization concerning death when 
it really approaches - may be, we take to despondency, meaninglessness 
and frustration more realistically - perhaps more assiduously". 
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CHAPTER - I 
Introciuction 
(i) 
Thoughts of deeth a r i s e In the B-nd of r noroal and healthy 
person only momentarily on occasions wheb some one dies or when one 
accompanies a funeral of performs funerary r l t e e himself. However, 
the In tens i ty of &uch feel ings depends on the nature of one ' s re la t ion 
nship with t .e decer^sed* Such feel ings are often of a mixed r>nd amor-
phous nature* They might per ta in to the fa te of tue deceastd person 
or to the eventual fate of these eurvlTing person himself* This ,of 
course, i s a common experience of the averoge man* 
The concept of death, r a the r the meanings of death, howevci-, tend to 
become much more in tense and deep in the mind of a soph is t i c s t t d per-
son* The fact i s tha t even an average man ha« some kind of a phi loso-
piy.of l i f e , but the philosophy of l i f e of a sophis t ica ted person ir> 
often well-ordered and well a r t icu la ted* The average person reac t s to 
depth through a giVen se t of be l i e f s and convictions* One may believe 
in the a f t e r - l i f e ot may consider such ideas ns absurd and i r r e l evan t 
to l i f e* Consequently, one*s reac t ions toward death are doubtlessly 
l inked up with one*s system of bel iefs* History i s witness to the fact 
thnt man's concern with deeth has been governed by liir be l i e f s end 
e ev i c t i ons* The Egyptian's concern with death, for example, has been 
s t r i c t l y governed by t h e i r be l i e f s and convictions* They believed tha t 
the deceased person car r ied with him en t i r e worldly needs and requi re-
ments* Consequently,the Pharoes were burried with B11 t h e i r paraphern-
a l i a including even t h e i r slaves through which t h e i r magestic splendour 
could be sustained in t h e i r a f t e r - l i f e * 
a) 
Death i s either too fflesnlngful or too mesninglese for sophietico 
eted mlnde. Eplcrurus denied the poss ib i l i ty of l i f e -a f ter -decth , 
vherees Secretes believed in i t , but at the same time he ees l eas t 
afraid of i t* Dozens and scores of examples cc^ n be c i tea where a sophi-
sticated mind r e l e t s to death in the most balanced Banner which refleeti 
h i s fundamental philoeop'ny* The ferman writer Lange (19^7) has given an 
exhaustive account of the famous poem of the Greek materialist thinker 
Leuerltus who had refuted categorically the poss ib i l i ty of l i fe -r i f ter-
death and believed that existence i s co-terminus with the physical end 
of the body* Leucritue believed that fear of de^ ^^ th wes most damaging 
to human mind and must be driven out of i t * Actuallyi the fear of death 
arises out of en experience of seeing the fate of numan body after death. 
One begins to feel that one would suffer the same fate* Death however 
i s indifferent to man and when i t overtakes l i f e one has no feel ings of 
evil about death* Leucritus believed that soul, which bodily in i t s 
n£>ture, subsists for a certain time after de&tht Leucritus conclaves of 
wicked and foolish souls , whose matter i s supposed to be l e s s pure and 
durable* Consequently, they perish quicker, but the good souls mount to 
an abode of the blessings, where they remain t i l l they arc resolved in 
the great conflagration of the universe, where everything ex i s t s into 
the unity of the divine being* The German speculative pl^iilosopher 
Schojpenhauer (19!>7) has written very exhaustively on the subject of 
dec'th* Ke believes that death prompts man to philosophise* Schopenh-
auer Wf^ s a gre^t admirer of the Indian philosophy and the Indian culture-
He has praised the feet that in India people feel very confident about 
the meaniag of death* He bel ieves that the fei^r of death i s independent 
of a l l knowledge and hence even a brute i s afraid of death* 
(?) 
Schopenhauer's idees ebout death are highly meaningful and i t 
may therefore be a^t to mention some of h i s views as regards the pro-
blem of death. According to Schopenauer fe r r of death a r i s e s out of 
the wi l l to l i v e which i s bl ind and unconscious. Thus he wr i tes -
"what makes the de? th so t e r r i b l e to us i s not so much the end of l i f e 
for but r a the r the destruct ion of the organism; rea l ly because t h i s 
i s the wil l i t s e l f exhibi t ing i t s e l f as body". He explained that the 
great cl inging to l i f e , the and the fear of death had i t s root direct.f 
ly in the w i l l . Death anxiety according to him i s not the product of 
Knowledge but due to the blind wil l to l i v e . He also described death 
of the species as a fitate for ind iv idua l . 
He believec that deeth i s the temporal end of the temporal phen-
omenon; but DB soon as i t i s abstracted there i s no longer any end. 
Whosoever, tiierofore, regards the b i r th of the man as h i s absolute 
begining must regard deeth as h is absolute end. 
What i s Eost i n t e r e s t i n g about Schopenauer i s that h is ideas of 
depth are derived par t ly from Indian pliilosophy and especia l ly from 
the Upanisheds. At one place he writes* "The Findus give the god of 
death, Yama two ffcee, one very fearful and t e r r i b l e and the other 
cheerful and benevolent. This per t ly explains i t s e l f from the r e f l e c -
t ions we have jus t made", (^ PP. 257) 
The philosophies of l i f e that happen to be very effect ive in 
shaping one ' s ideas and feel ings about death a r i s e out of r e l ig ious 
systyins. From the point of view of t h i s inves t iga t ion i t may therefore 
be apt to take in to account the meaning of deyth in r e l i g ious systems. 
{A) 
DE/>TH />ND THF RTLIGI .US SYflTEM OF BKLIFF 
Rel lg ioue fa i th l eads i n t o an unchallengeable b e l i e f In a trene-
cendental r e a l i t y which i s regarded e s the ultimate* Religlou6» end 
e s p e c i a l l y the mystiCt experiences have only an cxperlental v a l i d i t y 
and cannot be brought within the grip of the conventional s c i a n t i f l c 
proeeduree. The incomparable s p i r i t u a l power of prophets posthumously 
in f luenc ing count le s s people through mi l l ineo has i t s roots i n f a i t h . 
Faith i s therefore an enonaous power i n i t s e l f * /almost e l l r e l i g i o n s 
based on fa i th support man's a sp ira t ions for the continuation of h i s 
i d e n t i t y and ex i s tence a f t e r death. The power of f a i t h therefore 
g ives an unshekeable guarmntee that derth cannot d i s s o l v e i d e n t i t y ot 
annhilate one ' s e x i s t e n c e . The comperativc p o s i t i o n of Judo-Christ ian, 
Hindu and Jeinism r e l i g i o n s which has been c l e a r l y expi^undeu by 
Smart (1968) l e a d s in to two major cons iderat ions in U i i s regerd. 
r . That human ex i s t ence i s not l i t s i t e d to a s e r i a l l y ordered time 
and; 
2 . A new dimentton of consciousness i s re leased at the occurrence of 
physical death which opens up an e l l t o g e t h e r new realm of experiences . 
Our e x i s t i n g consciousness! however^ which i s bounded by the s e r i a l 
time ends with the moment of death. These two major conriderat ions 
which stem forth from r e l i g i o u s thikin^: g ive r i s e to the meaning of 
l i f e and death i n a l l the major r e l i g i o u s iiystems. The meaning of 
death i n Buddklet r e l i g i o u s thought i s governed by tnc idea of r e -
b i r t h . Existence tends to remain chained in the cyc l e of b i r t h - r e -
birth 80 long as the indiv idual remains enslaved by h i s d e s i r e s and 
ignorant of h i s imtsi&Yiae s p i r i t u a l powers. Only through Nirvana one i s 
eaamcipated from t h i s endless c y c l e . An indiv idual ±a ac tua l ly bound 
up in epheaeral o f impermanent str t e s whereas Nirvana i s pcinanen{t 
(5") 
s t a t e . Buddha had however re jected tliC idee of an e ternal and b l e s s -
ful s t a t e of soul and also the idee? of a personal god. Without invo-
lving individual existence Nirvana ex i s t s in i t s own sake. 
In Hindu re l ig ion the Bkagved Gita gives ful leFt expression to 
the idea of ul t imate r e a l i t y . Brahmin i s the ul t imate r e a l i t y rnd the 
goal of man's s p i r i t u a l growth. The cycle of b i r th and r e - b i r t h i s 
t i ed to Kcrma, but i t ends with the attainment of Brahman in the s t a t e 
of Sattwa. According to one of the foremost exponent of Hindu re l ig ion 
namely Shankara, the only re rd i ty i s the Brahmin-Atrae, the absolute 
se l f . Unlik* Buddha» Shankara allows be l ie f in a personal God, Becau-
se be l ie f i s the onl.y way to r ea l i s a t i on of one ' s rea l i d e n t i t y . This 
concept of the absolute stands out c leer ly tbrjufh the wri t ings of 
Ramanuj, and in recent times, through the wri t ings of Vivekanande 
and RaroakrishBa. There i s a consensus in these wri t ings tns t the 
Ultimate and Absolute i s defnitely t ranscendental . 
The idee of the itrmortality of soul has an unusually predominant 
posi t ion in the Is lamic, Jewish and Christ ian r e l i g i o n s . Resurrection 
replaces r e - b i r t h in these systems and a re-union of soul with i t s 
creator ensures t i e continuation of one ' s i d e n t i t y and exis tence. 
Decth leads in to e te raa l existence which may be an endless b l i s s or 
a perpatual sufferings Pleasure and pain in the a f t e r - l i f e , however, 
depend upon ac t ions . The deeds and act ions of t h i s l i f e deteiinine the 
fate of an individual in the a f t e r - l i f e . Heaven end Hell are often 
gil^en a physical meaning by the i n t e r p r e t e r s of these r e l i g i o n s . 
Islamic re l ig ious philosophy teaches us tl-iat an abiding existence 
Begins when the mundane existence comes to an end. This worldly l i f e 
C6) 
I s only a preparetion for e last ing, ex i s tence i n e f t e r - l i f e . The 
good end b/^ d ac t ions of an indiv idual decide hie f^te i n the af tej> 
l i f e and the indiv idual i s e n t i r e l y responsible for the seeds he 
sows and for what he reaps in hereafter* One has to ^Ivt an account 
of hin act ionr before f^  .Supreme Judge, namely God, The experiences , 
of a f t e r l i f e whether painful of otrerwise err the inevitf-^ble out -
come of one ac t ions in t h i s l i f e . 
Is lamic r e l i g i o u s philosopty develops a kind o f psychology i n 
the indiv idual where he develop the fear of death in terms of i t s 
consequences* But at the sane time, i t encourages the love of God 
to the extent that one can shed away the fecr of death e n t i r e l y . 
Death can bring for him a b e t t e r and l a s t i n g ex i s tence where he can 
reunite with h i s Lord* 
However, deith anxiety may even be accentuated i f one begins 
to ponder over I t s consequences i n tex^s of punishment in the 
a f t e r - l i f e * One of the i n t e r e s t i n g aspects of t h i s fear i s re la ted 
to the idee of punishment in the grave* According to Islamic t!iink~ 
ing when t^e dead body i s placed i n the grave some ex|>eriencee 
begin to occur* Shortly theraf ter the dead i s r i sen irom death 
slumber for a few moments and cer ta in question arc put to him conc-
erning h i s f a i th by two angles who v i s i t h i s grave for tliXe purpose. 
I f h i s fa i th i s shaken end wavering he i s punished. This punishment 
i s v i s u a l i s e d as the hel|l»*fire* The r i s i n g in the i^reve i s one 
•pisode of poet-ffiorteffl existence*Between t h i s and the episode of 
rifling on the day of judgement there i s an interva l* But one*s post-
mortem destiny i s shown to him when he i s r i sen i n the si'rye. 
i-r) 
Religious att i tudes and deep fe l lg loue conviction meke this idea 
so overwhelming that death anxiety may become highly pronounced in 
some individuals who give thought to i t often Bad on. 
The presence ot absence of a particular attitude toward death, 
ot of a particular bel ief , end the presence and absence of @ heigh-
tened fepr of death ot of frightening thoughts might have much to 
do with what i s ce l led the basic personality. This explains why 
derth has been a tabooed subject in /"merlca* The b^sic personality 
as studied by Kardiner. ( 19^) end hie associates includes the cu l t -
ural factorsi and the att i tudes and value systems as they are rooted 
in the unconscious mechanism of the individual* Ahilc analysing the 
basic personality structure of the Planlv i l le in t.ie United States, 
Kardiner points out that whol* system of values derived from proje-
ct ive sources rejects the idea of any post-mortem existence and i t s 
rewf^rds, and pushes and individual towj^ r^ds more tangible forms of 
se l f validation* And th is i s a greet source of conf l ic t - the reward 
in the after l i f e promised by the Church and the idea l s of success 
and goals which motivate the Individual to action. 
In the Comanche people Kardiner (1930) found that the ideas of 
a f t e r - l i f e were quite vague "The Comanche - believed that ghosts 
went to a place somewhere to the west beyond the high mountains. In 
the folklore thsre I s BTI exceedingly interest ing story of a woman 
who died and then returned; that I s , she came out of her trance, not 
having quite reached the land of the dead, but being close to i t . 
One cannot categorlzt In any exact manner the difference in attitude 
(8) 
towerd the depth of a wife, of a women in cnildhood,the death of 
fRYorite daughters and sons, or of & g i r l in the general . One might 
expect to find special ir t tes for a woman dyirg in ctiildhood, but 
there were none. They believed in no diffeirfintiatlon in the next 
world for those dyint; of old age of in a b a t t l e or for any other 
cause "• 
The basic personal i ty merges out of group membership and 
through the unconscious building up of pro jec t ive systems iabib ing 
cu l tu ra l values, be l ief , and i t s e thos. How group membership cond-
i t i o n s sensoryriDOtor dysfunction can be seen in what i s known as 
Thanetomania. As Honigmann (1950) has observed. "The term re fe rs 
to i l l n e s s or death r e su l t ing from bel ie f in the efficacy of meffic. 
A well ver i f ied and docomentioned phenomenon, thamatomaiis demost-
r e t e s how deeply in to organiamic processes the ..nfluence of the 
group nay reach", (page382) 
Webster (19481^486) p o i t t s out th&t "Death madness" i s very 
common. "A man may die because he has violated some dre;::d taboo 
or think tha t he has fal len in to the clutch of malignent b o i r i t s 
A doctor may pronounce him doomed, perhaps because iiis soul has 
gone away and connot be recovered. The pa t ien t accepts the inevitab-
Xe and proceeds to die without delay". 
One of the most thoughtful views in recent tiiLes i s described 
by Lifton in Feif*l«s (1977) "New Meanings of Death" es "symbolic 
immortal i ty". There are five modes of symbolic immortali ty. The 
f i r s t i s b iological which i s fu l f i l l ed by the progeny-sons end 
daughters. The second i s theological con-gained in the be l ie f in 
w 
llfe~eftcx->death« Strict ly epeeking i t i s expresBed in the ides of 
release fron profane l i f e to an existence on a higher plene. 
The third mode of symbolic imaortality i s attained through 
creativity and the enduring impact of one*6 writing. The fourth one 
1R achieved though being survived by nature i t s e l f , which i s expressed 
in the theme of eternal nature. 
However, the f i f th mode i s djfefferent from the rest £>nd depends 
entirely on a psychic s ta te . '*This i s the s tate of exomrientiol 
trpnacynde^pe. which i s so intense that in i t time and derth disappear 
I t i s experienced when one achieves estasy or rapture. I t i s accompa-
nied by restr ict ion of the senses-including the sense of mortality 
no longer ex i s t . Poetically and rel igiously th i s h;<6 been described 
as "losing onself". I t i s confined to re l ig ious or secular mysticism 
but can be attained also in song, dance, bat t le , sexual love, child 
birth, athlet ic ef fort , mechanical f l ight , or in contemplating works 
of a r t i s t i c or inte l l ec tua l creation fLaski. 1961). This s t s t e i s 
characterised by extra-ordinary psychic unity and perceptual intensity 
One fee ls oneself to be different after returning from this s tate . 
In fact, experiential transeendance and i t s aftermath epetomizes the 
death and re-birth experience. I t i s central to change or transforma-
tion and has grept significance for psychotherapy. There i s feelin^^ of 
a "continuous present" in th i s st. te which i s percieved not only as 
"here and now" but as inseparable from past and future". 
Whatever the manner of projecting our sense or imaortrlity the 
fact remains tha^ they represent the manner of our confrontation with 
death. 
Cio) 
Th« Problem of Confontntlon with Death end i t s Relevrnce 
What c o n s t i t u t e s confrontet lon v l t h deatn? The c l e a r e s t Inetence 
of t h i s t£kes place In ser ious I l l n e s s , acc ident , or in c;>se of 
physical e t teck where the t^ar of physicel pein i s quite overwhelming. 
This view has been propounded by Kubler-Ross (1970)• 
"A smell confrontst ion with der th takes pl^iice wnenevcr some-
thing comes to en end thet one does not want to end (e*g« someone 
s tops l ov ing , while one s t i l l l o v e s them), whenever one i s overwhe-
In^ed by the Insufi ' lciency of time and energy to do a l l th;it one 
s incere ly wishes to do ( e . g . an ecsdemlc try ing to reset^rch, w r i t e , 
terch, and be an a c ^ v e member of community and family) or whenever 
events are monotonous ( e . g . some valued goal requires instruments 
behaviour more r e p e t i t i v e them one would normally t o l e r a t e ) . Accord-
ing to Mad(ii( (1967;1970;1972) the mental experience In these events 
I s a mild fear , thet things are beyond control and do not necessar i ly 
confirm to your wishes. Another small confrontation with death thrt 
i s important occurs whenever your conventional values artr contradicted 
by events* This happens when v ir tue i s not rwarded ( e . g . , e valued 
co l legue who has made a s incere commitment to teaching ames not 
r t c i e v e tenure) , when c s i t u a t i o n turns out not to be wh<.t i t seemed 
( e . g . , I t becomes apparent that jiou are loved for your money, not for 
your p e r s o n a l i t y ) , and when your I d e a l s ere not embodied in persons 
or events important to you ( e . g . , a president a c t s i n an un American 
fash ion) . The mental experience Involved I s the fear that l i f e i s 
meaningless". (PP. 5 6 - f i 7 ) 
I t i s important to recognise that unwanted e n d i n g s , , I n s u f f i c i -
ency of time and energy, monotony and disproved i d e a l s , though milder 
than the d irec t physical threat of deftth, are slffillar to i t i n demon-
s t r a t i n g the real fact of your l imi t ed control over events , and the 
(11) 
naivete of the conventional values we ere educated to trust and 
follow so resdlly^ In view of thi8» such events ere lef l t imate remin-
ders of phyeiccl decth because they directly tnreaten psychological 
death, that chronic state of meanlngles^ness ond pov-crlescness that 
I have elsewhere called exis tent ia l sickness (Mf^ ddi, 1967;1970;1972)"« 
(PP-87) 
h Minor confrontations with death are not uacomaon to people*so 
that each person can reach some sort of conclusion about his l i f e as 
0 result of experiencing them. Such conclusions constitutes the 
contents of the philosophies of l i f e . ExLstentially of course, i t i s 
believed that frequent experience of small (and for that matter actual) 
threats of death, can have posit ive development value. This however, 
noy seem somewhat d i f f i cu l t to comprehend becauie the negative devel-
opmental value i s 60 prominent. We make pessimistic generalisations 
by trerting our powerlcssness in the face of events that defy our 
control over them.Qnder such circumastanccs l i f e may appeat completely 
mcanlngl(^ £?• Then we may succumb to the drtad of death* (When events 
remind us of the imminebcc of actual physical death, and tne damage 
i s complete) We nay even develop a negative philosophy of l i f e that 
i t i s meaningless and we are powerless. Such thinking, however, very 
often loads Into inconaistensies and inauthentic approach to rea l i t i e s . 
On the one hand we Justify existence and on the other we deny any 
psychological Justif ication to l ive* 
Whc recognition of the fact that physical death i s immenent may 
BIBO contribute in a h e a l t h manner i f an inconsistent and inauthelitic 
approach i s abandoned. Kence we may real i se how each moment of our 
l i f e and each iota of our energy i s useful and must used in persuing 
goals thf)t art potentially important, Mso the recognition that time 
and energy i e extremely Uni ted we may think hierarchically and 
thereby deteiinining the relat ive importance of various tasks that can 
be done and start to persue the goals hierarchicf^lly. f sophisticated 
Siiuu may discard conventional Values and develop personality relevant 
and differentiated values." (PP-88) 
We may again c i t e Kadc^ at length who seems to lenve dealt with 
the problem of confrontation most exhaustively. 
"These posit ive reactions to confrontations with death wil l have 
the effect spurring development. The person wil l percieve l i f e as 
challenging, end find satisff^ction in thing equal to the task rather 
than benoening the realization that there i s no easy comfort. The 
person wi l l be continuously striving to determine what i s within one*8 
control, and to develop a clear and more precise sense of what i s 
important. One will have an ever more indiv idual i s t i c , differentiated 
ethic rather thar passively deploring the inappropriateness of a l l 
values because conveution^l on ones arc naive. And he or she wil l 
experience, the vivid excitment of using ones ov^ n culpabilities to the 
fu l les t in persuing personally aeitningful goals rather thm being 
bogged down in dread, insecurity,and incessant precautions. In short 
the individual wil l have a personally-relevant, posit ive philosopiiy 
of l i f e . 
'Not only will the l i f e led according to a posit ive philosophy 
be productive and satisfying i t wi l l also add gracefulness to the 
inevitable process of aging and decline. In lo tcr adulthood,the 
C13) 
person with s p o s i t i v e philosophy w i l l be able i n re trospec t , to see 
t h i s l i f e as the one he or she wes uniquely su i ted to l edd . In contrast* 
the person with a negat ive philosophy w i l l , as the process of aging 
advances, become increas ing ly more f ear fu l , s e l f p r o t e c t i v e , r i g i d 
desparing. At t h i s po int , my presentat ion sounds Erik»3nian* But I 
hope i t i s evident i n a l l e l s e . I have sa id and w i l l say that there 
i s qui te a d i f f erent conceptual izat ion operating thali h i s ".(PP.-88) 
The foregoing discuss ion i s most re levant to the present i n v e s t -
i g a t i o n . Cancer i s a formidable chal lenge to l i f e and, to a cancer 
p a t i e n t , confrontation with death comes up i n i t s most t e r r i f y i n g 
aspec t s . But how does the cancer pat i ent enter i n t o t h i s confrontation. 
/ pat ient may confront death through deploying the reserves of h i s 
e x i s t i n g l i f e -p h i lo sophy or he may bui ld up a powerful philosophy to 
vpTd o f f depth anxiety and the eroding f e e l i n g s of meaninglessness , 
t o t a l l o s s of control and powerlessness . We s h e l l therefore , proceed 
to see how meaningful or meaningless appears the r e a l i t y of death to 
pat ient of terminal i l l n e s s and fa ta l desease or event to a person who 
i s condemned to death. 
Reports of pr isoners i n German concentration camps have been 
published by E.Dg__^nd. (1973) 
"To cope with r e a l i t y , the prisoner had to bui ld up a system of 
defence mechanisms on the weekend and archaica l ly functioning age. 
Thei>» e x i s t s an extens ive l i tMl^ture on thlis t op i c . In t h i s context 
I only want to express my disagreement with Bettelheim*s opinion about 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n with the aggressor being the main type of defence. An 
a c t i v e a t t i t u d e l i k e playing role o f an SS man onese l f would sooner or 
( « ) 
l a t er have erouaed new aggressor In the gcurd, and th is might then 
Dean the end 4f the prisoner. However, there were uncl^ubtedly certain 
minor tra i t s in the SS men which the prisnore i s i t s t e d , consciously 
or unconsciously* These lent a sort of protective colouring to the 
prisoner. I an referring here to the imitation of passive att itudes 
rather than to an ident i f icat ion with the cruelty and ego-ideals of 
the SS men."(j>P.-96) 
^^ One of the wrys in which the prisoners coped with the ever-
prceent immftnenee of death was by treating i t with mecrbre hunour. 
Over the gate at /Auschwitz stood the motto. "Arbeit macht frei". The 
prisoners completed i t . **.Arkeit mac ht»frei,Kr«B8 tori urn drei"(Labour 
makes free crematorium there)• One a drawing made by en I srae l i 
a r t i s t , when he Wrs in camp as an II year old* you see a chimney 
smoking and in the smoke picture of a men burning. In the joke as 
well as in the drawing the lf>tent i s the bel ief that 'although the 
boldy has been burned the soul i s freed end l i v e s on. 
I t i s obious that the; prisoner whose mental apparatus has under-
gone these changes would show serious defects of adjustment and 
returning to normal society, and that a re-adaptation would have to 
take place. I cannot here deal with the complexity of social and 
psychological factors upon which the success of th i s re-adeptation 
depended. I wish only to make some remaxks about the specif ic d i f f i c -
u l t i e s and the poss ib i l i ty of therepy% ( P ? . - 9 7 - 9 8 ) 
The reactions of patients of tenriinel i l l n e s s whom the medical 
students had interviewed end the information which they had recieved 
from their physicians and from their own perceptions of changes in 
their bodies also brough to fore the manner that was determined by 
^^) 
their characteristic style of deellng with danger end by the steee 
they believed eesuaed by their doctors, for instance, at oae end rn 
unusual potient seemed to have assimilated i^ relatively undietortcd 
understanding of the nature of illness and its implications* This 
reepose WfiS never solely the product of complete frankness by the 
physician* /-Iweys the patient had taken the further step of integrat-
ing the information available to him and drawing his own conclusions* 
More commonly witnessed was the full acceptance of the diagnosis, 
and a wishful reliance on the hospital for further treatment, or on 
the current physician to reverse the verdict. Still other patients 
clung to euphemistic designation of their desease, took refuge in 
vague concepts of the illness unmarked by any clepr delinsation of 
its nature* Some few patients eveded questions which directed their 
attention to this problem* 
The interviews in the teaching conferences revealed that most of 
the patients were deeply concerned about dying* Most were depressed 
and frightened, but tenuously warded off these affects by clinging to 
an unrealistic hope that they would be restored to health in the 
hospital* These attitudes were generally on the surface of the p^ t^ien 
patient* 8 awareness and easily elicited* Most patients indeed respon* 
ded gratefully and eagerly to an expression of interest in their 
feelings and to an opportunity to express them* f-t times the patients 
revealed easily obtainable information that east light upon a phy&ical 
problem* This w< s exemplified by the woman with spinal metastesies 
from a breast carcinoma, who had been told that spine was affected by 
(16) 
the cancer and who was presented because she could not be persuaded 
to move from supine pos i t ion . Neurological examination had revealed 
no abnomal t l e s suf f ic ien t to account for t h i s seeming paralysis* 
For most people^ dying i s an I so l a t ed and lonely experience. 
Friends and family ere uncomfortable with a l e t h e l l y i l l person. They 
avoid him, and when with him, frequently assume an a i r of a r t i f i c i a l 
cheerfulness tha.t blocks any communication in the area of most concern 
to the pat ients* namely , h i s des t ress and I l l n e s s . 
Dlmonstration interviews with cancer p a t i e n t s , conducted i n i t i a -
l l y by the i n s t r u c t o r and increas ingly taken over by the s tudents 
ef fec t ively reveal the manner through which they can be asked without 
excess trauma for doctor or pa t ien t ,and tha t useful information can 
be obtained. Further, the Information thus obtained could be documen-
ted on the p a t i e n t ' s cha r t . Once recorded, changes in a t t i t u d e to 
deserse and treatment and other psychologic or soc ia l fac tors could 
be noted as par t of the follow-up notes , and the information would 
thus become avai lable to the next reader of the char t . 
When the probabi l i ty of the occurrence of death increases with 
the advancing age, and in cases where a wasting or fa ta l desease 
becomes • s t ab l l shed , death anxiety begins to have i t s e f fec t s over 
the mind of the ind iv idua l . Death anxiety may not only operate subcon-
sciously . I t may even become a conscious ly-fe l t overr iding feel ing 
In such cases . What probably a l l l e v a t e s derth anxiety or keeps t)|e 
thoughts of death a t bay in the normal and healthy persons i s the 
absence of knowledge of the p a r t i c u l a r time and moment of death. Hence 
(17) 
i t l e not the knowledge of the feet of impending de? th, but of the 
tine Biid moment of depth which gives vent to egonizing thoughts of 
death ^nd thereby accentuates def>th anxiety. IVith advancing age and 
fa l l ing health the individual feels that the moment of der-th i s 
approaching fast , when the individual i s in the grip of a fatal 
deser-^ sc l ike cancer he i s convinced that his l i f e can hf^rdly continue 
beyond r short span of time* If one were to study the mental condition 
of criminals sentenced to de;^th, to whom date and time of execution 
i s known^ and who are confined to a death c e l l , one could very well 
notice that the thoughts of death become more horrible then the 
"throes of death*. I t i s not therefore, tne certainty that one has to 
die but the increasing degree of the certaAnty of the time of death 
that operates as an important factor in the manifestation of death 
anxiety. 
In the case of cancer patients when the desease becomes clearly 
ident i f ied i t simulteaeously s ignals death in bulk of the cases. That 
one cannot escape death, that one must wind up a l l hopes for survival, 
and that the time available and l e f t over for l i f e a c t i v i t i e s can be 
readily counted- a l l such thoughts contribute to the higher degree of 
accentuation of death anxiety. In early malignecy the factor of hope 
considerably outweighs a l l other factors but with E'dvancing mali^ancy 
i t becomes increasin^y clear to tht individual that his days can be 
safely numbered. Hence the di f ferent ia ls in the e f fects of death 
F<nxiety in advanced and early malignancy 8eeffl< to be quite probable in 
the l i ght of these accepted pathologltal descriptions of cancer. We 
may now preceed to gilre an account of the deeply subjective conditions 
Ci8) 
projected by the cancer patients . An Instsace of such projection In 
a patient has been reported by Kelly as given by Fel fe l . 
"In the p e s t , , ! thought l i t t l e libout the prospect and Inevitab-
i l i t y of death. Several during our marriage, Wanda tried to me about 
funeral arrangements, what I vsnted her to do In case I died before 
she did, and related subjects, but I brushed, aside any attempts she 
made to conferse with me about these things. Idid not l i e to think 
about dying of course I know I would die some day, but I did not 
want to woflrry about i t until I grew old. After a l l , I had a l o t of 
l i v ing to do and death was not an the intineraryy (182 PP) 
"I began to real ise X< desperately needed to talk to some one. But 
there was no one. The nurses at the hospital were friendly but cautions 
about answering my questions. The doctors were e f f ic ient but very 
busy I could not talk to my wife because didn't want to upset her. I 
tried to talk to K>me of my friends, but I saw i t was bothering the*. 
Some told me not to worry because everything Wfs going to be a l l right. 
The difectors certainly knew more about my prognosis than they indicated^ 
so I know they were Just trying to evade the i s sue . Some of my other 
friends were affected emotionally by what had happened to me, and 
they didn*t n^ke v«Nie7 good l i s t e n e r s . They were concerned but could 
bear to dlscule anything with me". (PP. 185^ 
"I began to feel as i f I was the only cancer patient to suffer 
these emotional problems. I started to feel sorry for myself. I had 
nightmares, with me walking toward a c a ^ e t in an empty room upon 
approaching the casket, I could see myself in i t . I would awaken . 
suddenly, sweating and terrif ied". (186 PP) 
p) 
"T-^y family's e t t i tucee toword concer in our faaily grew worse. 
They could not IBIA to me ebout my problene or their own dilemffles. 
I t never occured to me tuey were suffering just as much »B I wre* 
^fter a l l f i t i s not easy to w&tch someone you love die of e desecse 
which cannot be cured while you »re helpless to do anything about it"* 
(186-PP> 
"It took the specter of death to really make ae awfire of l i f e I 
began to write again* One of the fiirst resul ts w; s a poem for my wife, 
written one night when I could not sleep because of drugs'** (.167JP?) 
**I open my eyes* I t i s eerl^ oKtming* My wife i s asleep beside 
me* First I thought about death, and now I think about cancer* No, i t 
WhB not a dre«)D* I do heve cancer* But for jus i an instant , I thought 
things were **8ll ri^ht" again* Ko sentence of def th no ehemotherapy 
treatment, no nightmares, no s leepless nights, no worrying about low 
blood counts, no pain* But I real ize things wil l never be the same 
aeein for myself or my family* This would have happened, though, 
without the presence of cancer* Yesterday never happens again* The 
*good old days* are a part of the past, terminally i l l or not'**(190-P) 
'^ I ref^lize,8S I l i e thinking that nearly 2 years have gone by 
since the cancer was diagnosed* What has been the worst of a l l? Fear* 
The fear of dying, fear of operations, fear of pain* Fear has been 
worse than what has actually happened* I haven't died yet , the t e s t s 
are over for now, and the pain has been bearable*** (190-P) 
*'^ hat has changed i t a l l? Perhaps the difference i s that I can 
not l i v e with th i s fear of death* I t has always been tne s i l ent 
stranger at my dde* Now I am afraid, but not terrified*'* (P-190} 
(20) 
The Aforesaid stotenent preeents a kind of open books as 
regards the inner conditions and the reward of the state of af fairs 
in a patient passing into the stage of adtenced aalignancy. To 
reconcile vith the real i ty of death known in edvancet to overcome the 
i n i t i a l shock of death knocking at the dbor and to ward off certain 
adverse e f fects of the shocks a l l th i s const i tutes the psychological 
counterpart of the developmental history of cancer. 
But th i s i s the picture of one individual and i t may be just one* 
However, i t i s nost Relevant to the present investigation which 
presupposes that a variety of pictures a|ght energe, i f the develop-
mental history I s taken into account and the psychological counter-
parts of malignancy etrn observed as i t passes through different 
Btages* 
In view of these findings and reports the present investigation 
i s deemed signif icant due to following feasonst 
1« I t highlights the personality background of cancer patients 
through their case histories* 
2* I t goes into a content analysis of the statements that indicate 
pat ient 's psychological reactions to desease* 
3* I t aims at knowing about the meaningfulness and meanlnglesraiess 
of death in minds of cancer patients* 
CHAPTER - n 
Review of Relevant Stwlies 
^1) 
In the l i ght of the discussion mcde in chapter I , we shall nake 
an evaluation of studies that are indirect ly and directly related to 
the present iuveetigationt I t has been established through rel iable 
studies that there are certain ailments including cancer whose onset 
brings about change in tt:e personality charecteristies* and tiie 
eteology of many such ai lnents involves psychological factors* 
According to Lachman (1972) there hte a vide variety of condit-
ions that, while they are not primarily due to psychological variables 
are neverthless believed to be payehologically influenced, l«e* , 
influenced by peyehologieal arousal mediated ris^ emotional stimula-
tion and autonomic nervous mechanism* Re has special ly mentioned 
three ailments in ti i is category* They are, cancer, pulmonary TB and 
coryze* Many eardio-vaseular disorders are such in which the major 
determinants are psychological* Thus in the present research persona-
l i t y characterist ics of cancer as visualized by L««chman (1972) have 
been studied* Levine etal (1973) have brought out records of 100 
(22) 
coneecutlTe hospitalized cancer patients referred for psychiatric 
consultation brought to l i ght the fact that patients constituted 
only 3%ot those seen by the psychiatry consultation service during 
the study peHod. ^6%ot the referred patients were diagnosed as 
depressed and itO% as having organic brain disease* Twenty s ix of the 
100 patients were misdiagnosed by the referring physician as dep^e^ 
ssed but were c lass i f i ed by the staff psychiatrists as suffering 
from organic brain syndrome. When referral was studied by primary 
s i t e of cancer, only patients with breast cancer were referred at 
a s ignif icantly higher than expected rate (p .001) . The importance 
of mental status examination as a routine procedure in a l l cancer 
patients i s stressed so that an organic brain syndrome wi l l not be 
missed* 
Among a l l the physical ailmentSf cancer today i s considered as 
the most fatal and dreeded. In spite of investment of huge asKJunts 
of money in the researches on cancer th i s disease has remained more 
or l e s s incurable. Effective treatment only po6ti>ones death by few 
(23) 
years* The mooent a patient becomes aware that he is a victlo of 
cancer, he starts perceiving his end to be a matter of months and 
at the most few years. The sudden visualizing of death accopanied by 
death anxiety causes severe psychological disturbance in patient and 
his attitude toward life and reality undergoes substantial changes. 
According to Francis (1971) persons who have cancer, suffer from 
anxiety, regression and depression. Whether the person realistically 
adapts himself to cancer sooner, later or never or whether he remains 
fixed in any stage depends not only on his personality charectej>-
istics but also on how he perceives his diagnosis and also on the 
attitudes and competence of the health personnel. According to 
Flcarra (1949) the various groups of people accept the fact that 
they have cancer in different manners. However the fear of cancer 
disturbes, all patients with equal intensity and severity. Flcarra 
further points out that after the first shock wears away the patient 
usually resigns himself to his fate and death is accepted without 
mental confusion. But in this process several personmllty character-
istics undergo a change. Leshan (19^) after reviewing critically 
(24) 
many studies on psychological aspects of cancer and on psychological 
characterist ics of cancer f e l t encouraged to develope a concept of a 
cancer* Some persons, he bel ieves of certain personsLLltles have a 
predisposition for cancer. Leshan l & o f the opinion the patient who 
has cnacer has always been concenied with the "establishment of 
control over things" and i s one-sided, r ig id , orderly and relat ively 
Inflexible* 
Typically* according to Leshan, cancer patients develope an 
emotional attitude of despair after a major traumatic event occuring 
before the f i r s t tumours are noted. This despair Involves the 
convictions that the individual can no longer find sat is fact ions or 
meaning in l i f e , i t i s compounded of expressions of hopelessness 
and a sense of f u t i l i t y regarding l i f e . In their study Leshan and 
Reznlkoff (I960) indicated psychological factors may be the cause 
of cancer. More s p e d f l d a i l y , Leshan and Reznlkoff provided data 
that suggested that early emotional trauma may interact with other 
factors and thereby play a role in the etiology of a la t4r 
malignancy. 
(25-) 
From the peraual of the above ease studlee a strong ease, in 
favour of psychological factors in the etiology of cancer, i s build 
up« Psychological factors are also associated with, cardio-vascular 
disorders* First ly , psychological factors play an important role in 
the causation of cardio-vaecular disorders, and secondly, after the 
onset of such disorders psychological or personality characterist ics 
undergo a change. In the etiology of cancer, however, the evidence 
in support of a caneer-personality hypothesis i s not conclusive, 
though there i s an evidence of psychological factors playing a 
secondary or ininor role in the etiology of cancer. But the review of 
the l i terature suggests that there i s a strong evidence of psycholo-
gical or personality characterist ics undergoing a traumatic change 
after the onset of cancer. 
Levine (1962) reported a study in which nation-wide qout-
controlled sample of 2970 was interviewed concerning grave I l l n e s s . 
Six diseases including cancer were rated on a ^po in t anxiety x 
scale and the subjects were questioned about their opinions and 
(^) 
background* Among the resul ts the following were the mean anxiety 
ratings, cancer 72, polio ^ , cerbral palny ^2, Arthri t i s ^ , Birth 
defects k^t Tuberculosis 3d* Thus out of the patients of a l l these 
diseases, cancer patients were found to be most anxiety-ridden and 
tuberculosis patients , the least* The resul ts are not surprising 
because cancer s t i l l i s sore or l e s s Incurable while tuberculosis 
i s no longer a threat to l i f e* 
Hoff (19^1) studied neurotic fear of cancer and concluded that 
cancer propaganda was responsible for spread of cancer neurosis* The 
author charectrlzes th i s form of neurosis as (1) regression 
(2) irrat ional i ty (3) n tendency to repetit ion, and (if) contamina* 
tion of tne neurosis to tne whole personality* Moses and Cividale 
(1966) found thet the fetal disease wac an importf^nt of the patients 
condition* 
Resnlkoff ( 1 9 ^ ) conducted an exploratory study of some perso-
nality trends in the breast cancer patients . This study was conduc-
ted on f i f ty women attending a breast tumour c l in i c axid were ijiven 
individually, end prior to medical diagnoKis, a personal history 
(27) 
questionnaire, a modified, T.A.T., and a especially adopted centence 
conpletlon t e s t . These c l in i ca l Instruments were essent ia l ly concer-
ned with e l i c i t i n g Information about the pat ient 's marital experie-
nces and hetrosexual relations - the two areas In which breast was 
thought to be of primary psychological Information* 
Orbaoh and Sutherland (19^4) conducted a research on accute 
depressive reactions to surgical treatment for cancer. According 
to these author depression can be manifested In pre^operatlve 
antlpatlon of the radical surgery or during the Immediate post-oper-
ative and convalescant period, the anticipated depression being 
based on expected disruption of character defences essential to the 
individual 's sense of personal wolPth and acceptability to others 
and the post-operative coming about when such disruption had 
actually occured. Rlzzo (19^4) conducted few psychological studies 
of terminal cancer patients with Rorschach Test, The author reports 
that the Rorschach protocols of 16 terminal cancer patients re f lec t s 
superf ic ia l i ty , depression,Introversion, l i t t le wil l power, brief 
attention span and low concentration of thinking. 
(28) 
Ferracutl and Rlzzo (1935) conducted a study on psychological 
patterns in terolnal cancer cases* The author administered the 
following tes te to the Indicated number of terminal cancer patients* 
Rorschach (50) , Poeenzeig P*F* (30) , T*.'.T* (10) , Draw-a-person (20)* 
The r&suits of different projective t e s t s show that no coraiDon 
constant personality type ex i s t s in terminal cancer cases* I t i s 
possible to deaonstrate the presense of some reactive patterns 
coiBBon to laost of the subjects, although with different intens i ty , 
pointing to a greet intra-group variation* 
Wheeler, Coldwell (1955) conducted a study on psychological 
evaluation of women with cancer of the breast and the cervix. This 
study included three samples (breast, cervix and normal control 
groups) and these samples were administered Kent sca le , Rorschach, 
Draw**a»per8on t e s t , Rosensweig picture Frustration tes t and subjec ~ 
ted to c l in i ca l interview* The authors, however, feel that the 
trends suggested the early childhood involvement, parental att i tudes 
and sexual att i tudes warrant further careful study on the problem* 
Cobb (19^) studied the Inotlonal problems of adult cancer 
patients. The author found 3 major categories of emotional stresses 
either singly or simultaneously -
(a) anxieties associated with the meaning of cancer to the indivi-
dual« 
(b) conflicts arising from precipitation of a productive adult into 
an unaccustomed and barren hospital world, and 
(c) emotional components of seperation from the family, either 
temporarily by hospitalization or permamently by death. 
The author also suggested that a warm, protective relationship 
between doctor and patients minimized many of the emotional 
problems. 
Neumann (19^) found psychic peculiarities among female 
cancer patients. The life history data of 30 female cancer patients 
were compared with those of 3^ healthy women from the same geograph-
ical area and similar social level. The cancer patients showed a 
pattern of self sacrifice, care for others, great patience and a 
(50) 
relat ive lack of concern with peraonsl need, indifference or even 
repulsion about sexual needs* 
Feder (1966) brought to l ight psychological considerations 
in the care of cancer patieute* The author fee l s that probably a l l 
patienj^s vi th nalignant disease are awrrt of i t to some extent but 
a l l deny i t . I t i s itcportant to t e l l th« patient th« truth about 
hJks condition but not more thah he can can hser« The author further 
f ee l s thftt frank acceptance and discussion of the i l l n e s s by the 
physician reduces anxiety end the fepr of death i s {>lec) minimized* 
On the other hand failure to obtain emotionr^l dischcrgo may effect 
the course of i l l n e s s adversely* 
Trentini (1967) after reviewing the American l i terature conced-
ing psychosomatic relationship in cancer patients sug^^&sted that 
psychological defence mechanism should reeieve even more f>ttention 
than the medical phaemaloglcal Burgical end radiological aspects* 
Rlnton (1973) has also presented a case for the interaction 
of various personality characterist ics and the experience of patient 
(31) 
with cancer* These personality characteristics Include Incidence 
and types of stresses, strains ani coping Bechanlsm, sources of 
stress as Identified as pain, disfifurenent concern oyer the future, 
loss of work rdl», dependency and alienation. Syaptoas of strain are 
Identified as tenseness fear of death, depression aggressiveness, 
affect liability, paranoid trends and hypoaenla. Coping mechanisa 
Include represslTe and oinlBlzing mechanisB, denial, acceptance or 
despondency and rationalization. 
A' ^ st of studies related to enotional aspects of reaction to 
Cancer have been reported by investigators. 
Shanfield et al (1984) took 24 parents whose adult children 
had died of cancer and administered a breaTement questionalre and the 
brief symptom Inventory 1-4 years after the death of their children. 
They were found to have residual levels of grief, few had more 
psychiatric symptoms than would be found in a normative population. 
Factors that shaped the response te the loss include the prolonged 
and debilitating nature of the Illness, the sex of the parents and 
(52-) 
ehildren, and aspects of the parents-child relationship. Mothers 
f e l t that the l o s s of the child was aore painful than did fathers* 
although they did not grLeYe more intensely of having aore synptons. 
A parent-child relationship characterized by negative feelings was 
related to Increased psychiatric syicptoas in the bereaveaent period* 
HeinrLch, at al (198^) developed the cancer inventory problaa 
s ituations (CIPS) and evaluated the Instrument using 84 cancer 
patients (aaan age 60 years)* The CIPS i s a self-adainistared queBtio-
naira designed to assess the type and severity of problea confronted 
by pancer patients* Ss rated I3I problem stateaents on a 3-point soalei 
Results show that Ss had moderate to severe problems in personal care, 
act iv i ty aanageaeat, involvement with the health care syetea, work, 
and interpersonal interactions* For married Ss, sexuality was s i g n i f i -
cantly disrupted* 
Sehover et al (1984) found that Testicular cancer patients had 
serious personal and aarltal probleas because their cancer and i t s 
treatment reduce their f e r t i l i z ing capacity and disrupt int iaate 
(33) 
relationship at a crucial l i f e stage, (ages l>-34 years) . A survey 
of 121 Ben (Bean age 32 years) treated for Aoa«>seBivoBatou8 fuaours 
revealed that 20^ had low l e v e l s of general act iv i ty 10^ had erect i l e 
dysfuActloQ 6^1^  had dif f iculty reaching orgasa, and 38^ reported 
decreased orgasaic pleasure. Sexual anxiety related to cancer treatae-
nt accounts for such of th is dysfunction but orgasmic factors such as 
homonal, vascular, or neurologic damage may have also contributed. 
Hetlick, et al (1984) have found that psychologisal side e f fects 
of mass screening for cervical cancer among 1?^ women with a posit ive 
smear 330 women with a negative smear. 
They found that mass screening for cervical cancer caused psycho-
logical side ef fects including tension and depression to occur among 
Ss with posit ive smear. However, for the majority of Ss with a 
posit ive smear, they were not test ing or serious nature. 
Nehimkis, et al (1984) 26-18-73 yx's* old advanced cancer patients , 
3 oncologies (mean age 39.6 year8( and 10 nursing staff members 
(mean age 39.4 yx's.) ranked in order of importance to patients 14 
areas of l i f e changes and l o s s commonly alluded to In the psycholo-
gical oncology l i terature . Findings indicate considerable in ter -
patient variabi l i ty ill what i s constituated a major l o s s , while 
staff ratings were more consistent but overemphasized certain los ses . 
Medical personnel tended to overrate the importance of pain in 
cancer patients* experience and undervalue chaiiges in patients' 
a b i l i t i e s to perform routine house-hold task and to engage in 
le isure a c t i v i t i e s . 
Personality characterist ics are also crucial in adjustment 
and reconciliation after the onset of cancer. This has amply been 
demonstrated by Weismen and Warden (1976). The authors have brought 
to l ight existent ial plight among 120 newly diagnosed cancer patients. 
The author consideredthe f i r s t 100 days after the diagnosis as very 
s ignif icant . 
According to McCOllum (1978) the i n i t i a l reaction to 
cancer i s typically shock and denial followed by various coping 
strategies . A surgical or chemotherapeutic period i s entered with 
^3^^ 
concoaltant adjustment reactions. The third adjustment period 
comes after treatment and may Involve into a prolonged death crlsia 
which brings difficult change and pressures to the patient and 
his/her family* If the patient is not teralnalt matching 3rd phase* 
rehabilitation is entered during which emphosis may be placed 
on adjustment to the physical disabilities that may result 
from surgical treatment* The role of the rehabilitation 
counsellor is emphasized during this phase* 
One of the most significant aspect of cancer research ae 
regards the etiology of cancer Includes findings which give 
Indications of psychological factors in the development of 
cancer^ Nand K, Sah and E« Rasnain (1981) have brought feut a 
summary of the reports that have come largely from the 
Science Reporter issue of February 1965* They have even ventured 
to suggest that yogic practices may help curing cancer and much 
attention has been paid by the Government of India in this regard* 
(56) 
Only recently a Gcrmcin doctor Hafflmer who developed concer 
after death of his aon verified his theory paychogenslB of cancer 
in ^00 patients in the University hospitals of Nunil, Kei l , 
Rone and Cologne* He bel ieves that cancer i s the outvrrd sign of 
unresolved conflict'** 
The readers might be interested knowing the l a t e s t 
and revolutionary theory of cancer* A Oerman doctor now l iv ing 
in Rome, doctor Hyke Qreed Hamer, (1982) says i t i s not 
pollutant or virusus or genetic predisposition that cause 
malignant tumours as has been assumed up to now but personal 
pi^ehologlcel conflicts* 
Dr* Hamer h^ is prctcnteo his theory as his professional 
thes i s to the Tubingen Medical School* The University i s 
considering the thesis* 
Dr* l!amer*8 research wos triggered by the death of h is son 
Dirk in August 1978* He was shot by a decendent of the l a s t I tal ian 
(373 
king and died of his wounde four isontha Ic ter . The C6BC was widely 
publicized at that time. Afterverde, Dr« flaicer developed cancer. 
He inte iprets th is as the out-word sig^ of an unresotued mental 
conflict* Dr« Hamer says he verified his theory, be examining !X>0 
cases in the university hospitals of Munich, Romst Keil end Colongne 
Due to his departure from text book medicine his hospital 
forced hia to resign* 
Re hrs sununed up his finding in what he c a l l s "iron ruler of 
cancer'** According to th i s theory there are three cr i ter ia for the 
development of malignant tumours, the f i r s t name the "Pamer Sydroma" 
after his son Dirk* The doctor maintains that cancer occurs on a 
particular day of severe confl ict when the person concerned fee ls 
geographically socia l ly or psychologically massinely isolated* The 
occurence of the tumour i s more l ike ly i f the general condition of 
the patient i s poor* 
The substance of the conf l ict deteniines where the tumour i s , 
the course of i l l n e s s runs parallel tu the course of the conflict* 
According to Dr. Haoer's findings breast cancer I s triggered 
by general hunan conf l ic ts such as between mother and child while 
In a man th is type of a confl ict causes a malignant tumour in the 
bronchial tubes* Cancer of the cervix i s always related to sexual 
conf l ic t s and lung cancer I s caused by fear of death. But, a major 
element I s whether or not cancer develops i s not only the conf l ic t s 
I t s e l f , i t i s also i t s duration, he points out. 
Cancer ofthe breast i s usually noticed after two or three 
months, cervical cancer after about a year and cancer of the 
bronchial tubes after 18 months. 
Dr. Hamer has evolved the following theory based on research; 
"Cancer occurs as a result of a programming mistake of the 
brain in both man and animals which he describes as a permanent 
short c ircuit in the wiring of the brain. This results in the 
emission of wrong codes that cause ce l l degeneration. The growth of 
the tumour ends when the conf l ict ends". 
While much attention has been paid to pat ient 's emotional 
(39) 
reactions In their overall care, more severe psychiatric morbidity^ 
especially that ref lect ing iapaiment of cerebral function, conti-
nues to be under-diagnosed. Many of the affected patients could be 
effect ively treated and the quality of their l i n e s improved. Hence 
mental status exaolnation, including tes t of cognitive function i s 
regarded as a part of c l in ica l routine for a l l cancer patients . 
Patients reporting or displaying symptoms of depression, organic 
brain syndrome, paranoid or schizaphrenic psychosis, suicidal 
thoughts, aevere anxiety, or any combination thereof, are recommen-
ded for psychiatric consultation. 
Special attention i s paid to impairment of cognitive functions 
which points tA cerbral disorder. Recognition of an organic brain 
syndrome, i t i s believed, leads to immediate s e a r c h f o r i t s etiology, 
which in a patient with cancer i s l ike ly to be multifactorial . 
Patients displaying marked behaviour pathology, such as agi tat -
ion, panic, severe depression, exitemeat^ sod insomnia are supposed 
to recieve appropriate psychotropic drugs. HALOPERIDOZ i s particularly 
(AO) 
6Ultable for the control of the agitdted, restless,and del ir ious 
petient a&d has elso been reported useful in the re l i e f of pain* 
Tricyclic anti-depressents should be used when a depression i s 
severe. 
LiaiK>n between psychiatry and ecology i s therefore encouraged 
for the sake of better cere of cancer patients* In fact, indecisive 
studies of occurance, nature, and severity of psychiatric disorders 
in various categories of cancer patients are needed* 
The studies reviewed above, leevc no doubt that soae psychology* 
ical consequences of cancer leading into anxiety and emotional 
disturbances are inescapable* The finding of the p i lot study on 
the part of th i s invest igator, however, hif^hlights the fact that the 
impact of cultural factors can become quite noticeable through 
cro88*eultural studies and the fact of transcendence over death, as 
i t was observed in some patients evidently strengthens the idea* 
Fowever, the investigator was more concerned with furthering the 
inquiry in order to see the changes in the att i tudes of patients 
who were in the ctcgc of l a t e nelignancy* The methootologicel requi-
rcnents for furthering the inquiry are thel«fore discue&ed in the 
next chapter* 
CHAPTER - III 
MetYiod and Plan 
CHAPTER I I I 
T! K RATTONM.F OK THK FXTFNDrP PRQPOni..C INVESTIGATION. 
A host of foctOTB i n c l u d i n g the c u l t u r a l background i n f l u e n c e 
p e o p l e ' s a t t i t u d e s towarde dee th , Mourning i e an example of how \ 
d i f f e r e n t l y pcrooae b t l o n g i n g to d i f f e r e n t c u l t u r a l backgrounds 
exprccE t h e i r f e e l i n g s of g r i e f towards the d e p a r t e d . As r e e a r d s 
one*s de r th we hrvc a i r e - dy s t a t e d i n c h e p t e r one t : .a t t h e r e i e a 
msiiied d i f f e r t n c e i n the r e e c l i a n t of an averos® aiid a s o p h i s t i c n -
tcd mind. 
Cancer be ing the s u r t r t s i g n a l for deo th , a v a r i e t y of r o a c t -
iotiG have been obnerved in tnc p i l o t study which t h e p c t i e n t expr -
e s r e e when he v i s u a l i z e s the e igna l of tf\et, eppi-oacidng dcfith. In 
the l i g h t of d ipcus r lon made e r r l i c r the Inv t s t i iCo to r hfd ^:ooc 
ra.eotM to suppose t h e t i n t e r v i e w with p a t i e n t s w/s neces^^sry in 
o r d e r to understand tlic r c t u a l meaning of the d i f ference . , i n the 
observed reactiaj^s* }3eBide8» i t Wcc ast'^umed i n the l i g h t of soznc 
r e l e v e n t in format ion t h e t the prolonged course of t h i s d i s e a s e 
tends to bxdng; about caanges i n tne r e a c t i o n s ox the p a t i e n t s with 
(43) 
the peeeegc of time, ?hat heppeas to en i n d i v i d u a l ' s inner se l f &B 
the diGcrcc afuits progrcec, s igna l l ing the end oi o n t ' e l i f e ? In 
fee t , I t I B an iRipartrnt quest ion, Cheniies in the reac t ions c t the 
time of f i r s t expoHurt to dese&^e end the sub&tqaent inner happen^ 
inge must hevo t h e i r concequenccs for death ©nxiet^. lence death 
cnxietj ' in cancer p?stient i s a r e l e t i v e tcitr; depending upon tnc 
etf £.e oi the p io - r -SJ of diefcoce. The inveutigr to r t er< fore , 
const rue teu en xiitcivlcir schedule on the bas i s of the experiencec 
of t i e p i l o t study end the ee tegor ies of i tems mentioned in the 
scciedule tend to hignl ight the Kijyt ccn t i t i ve o.pecte o l reectionc; 
which cofflc fp i^a t: e very inaer world of the pa t i en t . 
Huch i n t e r ' Btine dififeiei.li{.?is see to be of © hic^hly subjec-
t ive o rd t r end jnly r pjobing Interview cen possibly tneble us to 
e r i lve a t t h e i r unuerstrnding. Hence the interview sciedulc w e 
introdusf d ee a tool in t:;e present inquiry• 
[^^^) 
METHODOLOGICAL CQNSIPKRATIONS APISING OUT OF THI EXTENSION QF 
THE PILOT STUDY.-
Prior to going into the present inquiry the invcstigstoij as 
has been mentioned above, had conducted a pilot study which inclu-
ded patients of early and advanced malignancy* Their responses on 
the Death Anxiety scale were evaluated in the light of the csee 
al 
histories which had brought to fore of some development aspects of 
their personalities including their emotional background. 
In the pilot study the investigator had arrived at some inter-
ecting fc-^ ctors which emerged from the content analysis of the resp-
onses to case study schedule. These factors included. 
1, Religiousity. 
2. Succumbing to fear of death. 
3, Emotional disturbances due to family. 
4. Reconciliation 1th death. 
5» Transcendence over fear of death. 
a 
In fact this finding of the pilot study helped to great deal 
in methodoloEical considerations pertaining to changes in the atti-
(4^) 
tudefi froffl th«; period of cBTly to l e t c maligaancy, because tne 
Bemple included bot!., namely those woo uer« in tin e t r l y stage of 
d i sesse , and of those In the advance otages. In f r e t , the very idep 
of change in a t t i t u d e was reinforced by theee findings ol the p i l o t 
stud):* 
n/^ MPL^  i The eesple of the extended inquiry coneJstcc. of TOO crncer 
p a t i e n t s . Of these , >0 p a t i e n t s were of advanced raelitnancy ond 50 
p a t i e n t s were of eerly molignency. The p a t i e n t s were fur ther s p l i t 
on the bas i s of ©t,e i# e« above 50 years (older) end below 50 yeers 
(younger) age. These p a t i e n t s were randomly droi^n xxom the popula-
t ion of cancer pa t i en t s in the i^ TA Meraorial Hospi tal , Eombfsy, 
Fig, I 
Brcek-up of th? earple 


















To measure dcfsth anxiety eraong cancer p a t i e n t s , Templer's 
(1970) Deoth Anxiety gegie (DAS) wee used (Cf, Appendix A), The 
D S consisted of 15 items with the two edteraa t ive response c a t e -
gory being ' t rue* o r •false*• Of the 15 i tems, 9 i tems were keyed 
f c l s e . 
The DAS items r e f l e c t wider range of l i f e experiences than 
mere dying, f ina l i ty of death etc* as we came across in Kear of 
Teath rtcale. 
The interview schedule used in t h i s ntudy included s ix major 
ereae namely, Family l i is tory, personal i ty h i s to ry , sex iriistory, 
major G^^cx^eBces , aims and a sp i r a t i ons Bn6 eetimate of se l f ond 
world (Cf» Appendix B)« 
In f r e t , s tud ies of death anxiety on p a t i e n t s of terminal i l l -
ness have revealed beyond any doubt tha t ce r t a in changes take piece 
(47) 
in their attitudes ae regards death. For example^ the detailed case 
study of a patient after the first stock of exposure to the reality 
of death is over the patient begins to think and feel differently 
about death. This is borne out in the ststementc of the patient. 
In order to understand the changes in attitudes of the patients of 
early and advanced malignancy towards death, as veil as life* the 
investigator therefore prepared another interview chedule which 
consisted of items that were classified in terms of certain value-
attitude meaning system pertaining to life* The items were put 
under the following categories. 
I* Meaningfulness Vs. meaninglessasos. 
2 . Hope Vs. despondency. 
3 . Immediate apprehens ions Vs. remote apprehens ions . 
4 . Reactions te>««rds family, 
5. Loss of i n t e r e s t s in one ' s l i f e j h o b t i e s any p e r s i s t e d l i f e 
goal . 
6* Frustrated a s p i r a t i o n s . 
7* Att i tude towards s i g n i f i c a n t o thers such as immediate l o s s 
i$s) 
of any benef.^ctor, idea l p txeonal i ty , ( f©rally herd) , 
8« Att i tude towardc God» 
in ff.ct tQBC cete-jories go intcrchengefibly witn p e t i e n t ' s 
resc t ione towards der th , 
Vhile Collectlnf. drto far tht e tended invi.£tif:ati .n %M 
ncY. With petic-ntB of edv^-nced melifpiancy the InvtBtiiiaoor rskec 
how they f e l t p.bout the thingc presented in tbt Itemg o l t:'ic tim^ 
when they encountered the fireL exposure to tcrrrlnpl lllneBS* The 
ir.anner of teking down such recponecs V.M? det*. ir incd t r r »g!. the 
following rtsponse cct( ^or ies , 
1. Very much the sfeiRc. 
* 
2. Soa:ewhpt t i c Esce, 
3 . Veiy d i f ferent (poGitive) ( n c c c t i v t ) , 
ij. Sor^ewi-it d i f fe i ' tn t , 
f-e mentioned e a r l i e r in t h i s chapter , the d. ta were collectet. 
(49) 
TflTft Mn-ORIAL fOPFITMi B'^ 'MBAY. The i n v e s t i g s t o r hed to seek formel 
p«n&i88lon from the Director of the Inn t i tu t e* Due to rem^^ns not 
known to the i nves t i ga to r , the eppl ica t ion for permission ves not 
granted end only throui^h pereonel r l o t i o n s with one of the J^enior 
Doctors of the I n s t i t u t e could i nves t i ge to r get access to the ou t -
door pat ients* A noffiber of d i f f ecu l t i ee were encountered by tht 
i nves t iga to r during the period of dr.ta co l lec t ion which continued 
for over five weeks. One of the most serioue problem was the langu-
age. The pa t i en t the inhabltfint of Maharachtrs did not understand 
Urdu or Hindi Alidyware ^Iso ignorant of the English language. 
However, the senior Doctors who haa helped much to get the case 
handled through an i n t e r p r e t e r who was well versed in Hindi ond the 
language of Maharechtre t n l s interpr t^ter was a jun ior Doctor who also 
got much in t e re s t ed in the study and happily co-operoted with 
the inves t iga to r throughout the period of dcta co l l ec t ion . 
About two o r three pa t i en t s per day were taktn in to in terviews 
and were given DAS. The dfB Wf=8 t r ans la ted in to Kindi end Urdu, 
Cfo) 
Most or the CMi le t ion pe t i en t s could undt.rstond the Inngurfe, 
After t. ' t adrainistrst ion of PAS the p a t i e n t s were interviewed t h r -
ough the inventox^y prepared by tr.c i nves t i ga to r . The si 'rple i n s t r -
uct!.:!UE oi DAT were explained to ej^ ch pa t i en t who w^  s told to ane-
wer eny number of questions i f he f e l t eny diffic^iity in understa-
nding* vOnly three or four pa t i en t s sought elf r i f i c a t i o n as regar-
ded cer tpin items of D'S, The r e s t of then rerrranded to the same 
without any d i f f i c u l t y . 
During th t Cv:>ur6c of interviews the i n v c r t i g c t o r noted th 
p r t i e n t s were woriitd la rge ly about t h e i r family acmbf r s . They 
were re l ig ious ly oriented rnci bulk of them f e l t a kiaa Oi r< i J c t -
nnce in d_Vilging the facts about t»ieir sex l i f e . At tJ.r ou tse t 
the i n v e s t i g r t o r hrd intended to take two hundred p a t i e n t s in 
the 8a;nplc but due to l imitf i t ioar whlcn invaro-ooly accompany eny 
reeearcl. progracac the nuiober h^ vd to be cut dots^ to hclf. fhere 
p t i e n t s Aire taken randoKly and eventually 20 CJ^GCE of early s t a t e 
of concer and 20 ceccs of advanced maliji-nancy cone t i tu t td the 
(fi) 
en t i re Rcmple. The tota l time ..nvolved in co l l ec t ing the dotfc< exten-
dcc over to six weeks. 
nTATlSTIC/L />-ALYSlSt 
The date were an&lyeed by meonp of Analysis uf Variance 
( /KOy) , Cr i t i col-Ratio and Chi- Square toc/jnlque, Rx2 i,re tor i el 
. esii^E ft- c £ppli td to study t e e f iec t of two independent ve r i ab l t s 
KalifciTiancy enu age- eecu v-r icd in two w&ye, on death rn>iety . C r l t l -
Crl Rotio . WJ3S usert to determine the s ignif lcence of difference 
between the defth cnxiety scores of esr ly end •dvsnced mslignancy 
cenccr p- t l e n t e ena between t .e deeth rmxicty scoree of younger and 
older cancer pr.tiente* Chi-squpre technique wws epplied to detr-rnsi-
ne the sit'iiificrsnce of dlffeionct between the coropurision j^roupa-
csr ly Vs advance*, end younger Vs old - on the five fecturs s r i ivcd 
et thrtjugh content analyeif; of t ic case h is tory of the cancer 
petientE* 
CHAPTER - IV 
Rei^ lts andl Discussions 
(^a) 
Ct'APTr.R M, IV 
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The e f f e c t s of ael lgnency and age are qui te eyid&nt froo 
the findlngB presented i n Table -I . These e f f e c t s with en F value of 
10«19 and 13*35 are s i g n i f i c a n t at point «01 l e v e l and the F value 
of the i n t e r a c t i o n of age and malignancy which comes 11.71 i s a lso 
s i g n i f i c a n t c t f^ ^ l e v e l . 
From the table of ANVOV,' i t ma) be seen that both the main 
C55) 
• f f e c t s of nalignancy and age are s ignif icant at .01 level of 
significance end also their interaction. The mean square for malig* 
nancy and pgc ere signif icant in the analysis of variance, leads 
us to conclude that the means for early and advanced malignancy 
and younger and older subjects differ s igni f icant ly . The malignancy 
X age interaction mean square i s s ignif icant , i t mean that the 
•alignanty effect i s not the eame for the different l e v e l s of age. 
These findings turn out to be highly meaningful in the l ight of the 
discussion made in Chapter->II. We may therefore turn to tiubstantiate 
th is statement quantitatively. 
Table 2t Showing a value of cr i t i ca l Ratio indicating the s i g n i f i -
cance of difference between the scoreo of early and advp-
need malignant cai:iccr patients in D/^ S. 
Subjects N Mean SD S¥B CR P 
Early malignency 50 10.66 2.49 •'/? 2.91 .01 
Advanced malignancy 50 9«00 3,17 
{5^) 
Table 2 presents the means of early and advanced malignancy 
which are 10»66 and 9.00 respectively. The CR 2.91 i c s ignif icant et 
• CI level* In other worde de; th anxiety i s ainimized in the advanced 
states of mallgnrncy* The detailed report given by Feifel i s most 
enlightening in th i s regard, re mey c i t e here again the concluding 
part of the statement given by the pat ient . 
" X te^e a shower and then start taking my medicines. The bott les 
are l ined up l ike a platoon of soldiers on my dresser. I swallow 20 
prednisone p i l l s , 3 Cytoxan table ts , 1 f l l ipurlnon, 1 \ralluffl,2 aldact-
azide, l reserpine, 1 tetracycl ine, 1 dose of k«on for the low potass-
ium count, and some medicine to help my in tes t ines withstand the 
onslaught of the drugs. 
Now I am ready to tackle th i s day. Iwrote a poem to explain 
how I feel about l i f e : 
Let me touch the green Q^  Spring once more, 
And caress the eager dawn. 
Let mc hear the midnight thunder 
And see the skies explode again. 
(ff) 
Let me be there when the enow begins to f e l l 
From daiitenedi eklee ^me s i l ent Mighty 
And l e t me dream once more 
Of sunlit deys and s i lver nlghte» 
Before I die."(PP. 192 - 193) 
Living with the feer of derth i s ccrt^tinly different from being 
terrif ied by death. The terror of cancer i s e reaction to i t s f i r s t 
exposure because i t i n i t i a t e s the f i r s t definite confrontation with 
death. The issue of confrontation with death has already keen discuss-
ed in the f i r s t Chapter and i t may be briefly reiterated that euch 
confrontetlont as i t happens in the event of the f i r s t exposure to 
cancer leads into an experience of total lose of control and of 
ncaninglessness. Hencs i t becomes terrifying to rec l ize that cancer 
ex i s t s in ths body. 
In his interest ing theory Lifton (1966) has described that 
exper ient id transcendence i s a state where time and desth di8pppear» 
which has already been discussed in Chapter I . The investigator 
however did not observe the aforea&id in his sample of patients . The 
(56) 
f re t i e that p e t i e a t s of cencer wever between hope and despondency at 
the ou t se t but death anxiety turns out to be OTerwhelnlng. 
Intens ive and most care fu l ly conducted s t u d i e s have reveeled that 
with the passage of time invo lv ing the developmentcl phases of the 
d isease an a t t i t u d e of res igning to fate end r e c o n c i l i a t i o n with the 
idea of death a l so developes* As discussed e a r l i e r in Chapter two 
Ficarra*8 study i s qui te relevant in t h i s regard. 
Table 3 : Showing a value of c r i t i c a l i n d i c a t i n g the s i g n i f i c e n c e of 
d i f ference between the s t a t e s of younger and o lder subjec t s 
on MS, 











The results given la Table 2 and 3 indicates that the early 
malignant subjects score significantly higher then the advanced malig-
nant subjects on death anxiety (CR - 2.91» P. .01) the younger 
subjects score si£iiificaiitly higher than the older subjects death 
enxiety (CR - 3.39. P. •01) . I t i s quite possible thet the younger 
people end particularly those who are young have lesecr de^th expect-
ancy and to them the signal of a premature death i e something with 
which they cannot reconcile eas i ly . 
Table kl .< h^o«ing the responses of early mftlignancy subjects (N - 20) 
on different factors. 
Factor I« Meaningful vs » Meaningleaaness 
Yes No 
1. Do you feel life is quite meeninglese? 
Or there is no fun in living any more* 12 6 
2. What pre your plans in case you recover Job (10) Business (10) 
from this illness? Business etc. 
Factor II- Hope va Despondency 
3« Do you feel you will not survive long? 13 7 
k* Do you feel you cculd not become what 7 13 
you hod aspired for? 
^. Do you feel upset end anxious that many 1^ ^ 
important tasks would remain unfinished 
due to your departure from tht world? 
(§&) 
6» Do you have eny ideal personality in 
your Bind liMe whom you eepire to 
become? 
Peligious Social Netionel 
person worker leader 
8 
Fcctor I I I - patients attitude toward i l l n e s s 
7. Do you feel only Divine intervention can 5 
(Medicine) 
relieve you from the suffering? 
d. Do you think th is ailment i s a punishment 8 
for you from Qod? 




9, How have your relatives treated you 
after knowing your illness? 
10« Do you like your family members as 
much as you did before getting sick? 
11* Do you want your family members to 
visit you frequently? 
12* j\re you becoming Indifferent to your 
family members? 
13* Do you feel your family members have 
become hopeless about you? 













Table ^: Showing the rceponses of Advanced Malignancy subjects 
(N - 20) on different factors. 
Factor I- Meaningful ve Meenlngleasncpa 
1« Do you feel life is quite meaningless? 
or there ie; no fun in living any nore? 
2« Whet are your plans in case you recover 
from this illness? 
Yes No 
16 U 
13 Job 7 Business 
i.e. the work 
in vhich the 
patients ere 
engaged. 
Factor 11- HgPf Y§ PySPftB^ JgRffy 
3 . Do you fes l you v l l l not survive long? 
^. Do you feel you could not become what 
you had aspired for? 
^. Do you feel anxious that many important 
tasks would rccaain unfinished due to 
your departure from the world? 
6. Do you have eay Ideal personality in your 






Peligious Social National 
person worker leader 
5 12 3 
(60) 
Fector I I I - PatientB a t t i t u d e toiiardE ll lnefie 
Yes No 
7» TX> you feel only iv ine in te rvent ion 13 7 
c&n re l ieve you from the cufl t r inr ; ? 
8* Do you think thif. ailment i e r k 16 
puniehment foj: you fi\jm God ? 
Factor IV- Pa t i en t s react ion towardB f^  a l ly 
Holprd 
emotionally 
9, How hcve your r e l e t i v e e t r<r tcd 
you a f t e r knowing ebout your i l l n e s s ? I^ 
Yes 
I0« Do you l i k e your fcmily memberr^  r>e I ? 3 
much BB you did before ge t t ing eick ? 
IT« Do you went your f&mily members to 20 
v i s i t you frequently ? 
12. Are you becoadng ind i f fe ren t to - 20 
your family members ? 
I3« ^o y*^ " feel your feaily members hove 16 ^ 
become hopeless about you 7 
IZf, .^rc you qui te hnpry in t h e i r company ? 18 2 
JUBt to 
V i s i t 
5 
No 
But these ere eeeentiel ly subjective sepecta ol" petiente react i -
ons. In order to probe Into some Indlspenssble quel l tet ive cherecter-
I s t l c s of the Inquiry the reeei^rehor prepared an Interview schedule 
consisting of 14 Items which exhibited patients att i tudes and Inner 
reactions. These Items were placed under lour factors namely. 
1. MernlngfIllness vs Meanlngleseness 
2# Hope vs Despondency 
3« Patients attitude toward I l l n e s s 
k^ Patients reactions townrds family 
Table IV and V present scores of posit ive and negative responses 
under the Tes/No c lass i f i cat ion respectively. There rre two Items 
under Factor I . As regrrd meanlnglessness in l i f e e sizeable member 
patients* I . e . twelve out of twenty f e l t meming hpve eroded out of 
l i f e ; only eight of then cl ing to soee meaning. This feeling goes consi-
stently with the second Item in the same factor. Fifty percent of the 
patients told the Investigator they huve no plf^ns because plans 
actually pertain to a meaningful l i f e . The other f i f ty percent did 
(6i) 
think of nsving e plan beceuee within these f i f t y percent the majority 
did c l i n g to some meaning i n l i f e . I t i s qui te obLous from the second 
item that the absence of any z e s t i n l i f e must h&ve i t s i n f l u t n c e i a 
o n e ' s imeginotion end thoughts ds regards h i s future. Hence those who 
expressed an absence of any meaning i n t h e i r l i v e s and considered i t 
worthless to l i v e could not have any v i s i o n of future prospects; rather 
the very thought of future propects stood empty and hollow. The factor 
of meaninglessness or a kind semantic void not iceav ly g e t s accentuated 
during the advanced stage of malignancy* Sixteen out of twenty p a t i e n t s 
had surrendered meaning, so far as l i v i n g or surviving was concerned. 
When the i n v e s t i g a t o r probed too far i n t o the thoughts o f four p a t i e n t s 
who had not surrendered on t h i s point they acifflitted that they had 
deep-rooted convictxon that ex i s tence continues a f t e r tne termination 
of physical l i f e and meaning i n l i f e were not confined to mundane 
l i f e a lone . They bel ieved in a l i f e a f t e r l i f e when meaning becomes 
I d e n t i f i e d with ex i s tence in the hereaf ter . This finding on the part 
of the i n v e s t i g a t o r i s qui te s i g n i f i c a n t end i t may be apt to r e c a l l 
the remark of F e i f c l . ( c f . P ) . 
In the etage of eprly malig»ency when the siock of exposure to 
cancer continues in i t s i n t e n s i t y the factor of desponoency w;;e predo-
minent (Item No* 3)« This i s due to the cofflnx)n and sXobRl awareness 
tha t cancer def in i te ly Gignals death* Aloni:, witii despoudency anxiety 
was also ^redomin&nt (item No* ^)* In fact the investi^^ator had noticed 
something most i n t e r e s t i n g in pa t i en t s who were despondent. In the 
f i r s t place they were thoroughly aware about tne nature of t h e i r i l l n c s 
ess and knew i t s cunseqences cvnd tne manner of i t s development sc icnt* 
i f i c a l l y * Besides, they were qui te r e a l i s t i c about everyt.dne in l i f e* 
Whether narr led and havin^S a family, or unmarried, they knev* tha t were 
seriously handicapped in d:Lschar£ang t h e i r r e s p o n s i b i l i t x t s end in 
goine' ahead with t^^cks thoy had in t h e i r l ives* Response mode on item 
no*4 brought t.) l i g h t en i n t e r e s t i n g subject ive aspect oi the p a t i e n t s 
a t t i tudes* Their majority i*e* 13 out of 20 expressed th^t they wt?re 
not defspondent about t h e i r aspired goal in l i f e but t i d s fe. l i n g had 
vanished in advanced Ofdignancy condition as i t would be discussed 
(M) 
shortly* Item No«6 was aesnt to eeeer^c their attitude toward Ideal 
personal!t ies because they symbolize HOPE, All of tnem had ideal perso-
na l i t i e s* In fact one fflay be quite r e a l i s t i c to aspire for higher 
goals* but one may be quite unrealist ic in having agonizing feel ings 
on fa l l ing short of aeplretion la the actual l i f e * 
In the stage of advanced malignancy there i s very conspicous 
accentuation of de8pondenc;f* Only two patients expressed hope for l i f e , 
but they too seemed to be quite confused about i t * Anxiety also had 
accentuated considerably* Frustrated of even shattered cEpirations had 
become mainfeet* Something significant was noticeable in patients of 
advanced malignancy*Those who had reconciled with the Idea of approach-
Ing death were not confused about their inner happenings and ti^ oae who 
were only changing to l i f e appeared highly confused as i f they were not 
sure about what they were t e l l i n g the Investigator* 
Factor- III 
The attitude of patients toward I l l n e s s i s exhibited through 
Table 2»*Patlents In the early stage of malignancy* since they had 
C65) 
rellglotte oz leotaUoo, tnottgkt or rel4«d on the intenreatlon of lEvine 
power tliat could save tbw becsuse i t was an a r t i e l e of th*ir faith 
that Go4 l a f^Inlghty* Five potienta however re fused to have any such 
be l i e f end rel ied exelusively on Bedielae* They were oot fetal lete* 
They told the Investigator that Bedidae eould be the only reaedy* 
In eonsonenee with their be l ie f »3fi!e of thea expressed they were 
being punished for their sine becauae they deserved i t * Twelve petLenta 
froo th i s group said I t was a pethological eonaequence due to their 
exees^ve evoking* I t happened duo to soee re^aone not knoim to thes* 
I t l a }K)weV6r necessary ts sentlon hare that within t i i ls group nobody 
reported he hai tMsion»free l i f e or did not have severe worries, /^li 
of then reported severe s tress in their l i v e s due U) f inanciali 
faa i l la l f strrittl and other re<* a^na* Two of tiieec patients developed 
cancer ofter the death of their ai^usea* Thle finding surprisingly 
eorroborrtes the point of view pr&aented by the Gersan doctor ViBmer* 
The picture b&cosea different in t .e case of advanced Bellgnaney* 
Thirteen patients vehemently denied any such thing as Divine help But 
seven who were almost quite zealouB said they cen be Beved even at 
the noment of their l a s t breath. Only four out ol' twenty petlents 
believed they were being punished for their wrongdoings but th i s 
group hed \texy low education except for two* Those who thought their 
ailment i s a consequence of their patholo^eal disturbances were 
highly educated end know s l o t about cancer* 
The findings convincingly t e l l us how subjective factors undergo 
changes when one gets used to the idea of having a fatal i l l n e s s . 
FffgWr - lY 
In the stage of early nalignancy the attitude of patients toward 
their families were found to be total ly negative on item No* 12 and 
they expressed complete indifference towards family members. The 
investigator bel ieves that th i s was a kind of reaction formation 
because the inev i tab i l i ty of death due to ailin«nt seemed to have 
impelled them to become indifferent because the continuation of a 
deep attachment with the family could be much more painful under such 
(67) 
clrcuB«t8nce8« Four out of twenty patients did not even want their 
family nefflbere to v i s i t them* A deepvr probe made the Investigator 
awere of the feet that In these cases there vas an unusually Intense 
and deep attachment and emotional involvement with the family, and 
these patients said they did not want their family membezs to ^ v e 
the suffering of witnessing their miserable condition, and they hoped 
they would Join them again after recovery. However most of them fe l t 
happy in the company of their faally members and wanted them to pay 
v i s i t s because they derived consolation, security alkd a kind of deep 
inner happiness when v i s i t s were paid* They elso f e l t a deep re l i e f 
when they got emotional support from their fcoslly* Seven patiente how^ 
ever reported that their family members were not emotionally very 
comforting end responsive and they f e l t as i f their folks were a sort 
of dutybound to pay v i s i t s . Five patients reported they did not feel 
much happy while in the company of their folks* In fact two of them 
hed very strained relations with the spouses, while three were so 
deeply affected by the agony of the ailment that the company of their 
{68) 
family nefflbers fa i led to dispel i t . 
Every pet i«nt of advanced fflelli^aacy expressed snda t t l tude of 
ind i f fe ren t toward fairdly. This goes with t h e i r u t t e r hpoelessnecs* 
They told the inves t iga to r i t Wfs b e t t e r for them to withdrew t h e i r 
attachB«nte and bre&k up emotional t i e s in order to be more comfort-
able with t h e i r miserable condit ion. This however did not have any 
effect on t h e i r l i k i n g s because they did not report ea^f- f t e l ing of 
hatred or aversion especia l ly when the family gave comfort. Three of 
them however reported they did not l i k e the family members but refused 
to give any reason* In the ending phase they rea l ly f e l t happy unusu-
a l l y when in the company of t he i r family members but they know that 
t h e i r folks were qui te hopeless about them* In oth«r words there w;^ 8 a 
c l ea r understanding of the s t a t e of a f f a i r s and everyone bad reconc i l -
ed with i t . 
I t was again noticed by the researcher that among p a t i e n t s who 
were most unhappy with the family, two of them were ce r ta in ly those 
who were having very bad and s t ra ined r e l a t i o n s . 
(69) 
Generally, o f course, i t c»n be concluded from tisLs quail cat!ve 
a n a l y s i s that a substant ia l change scens to take place when malignancy 
reaches i t s advance stage* 
There i s rcconci la t ion with death, great despondency and an 
accentuated f e d i n g o f aeeninglessnees i n l i f e * I t may be that as we 
have r e a l i z a t i o n about l i f e , as we l i v e through i t , we FIBQ have 
rcrliZ£.tion concerning death when i t rea l ly opproachee-fney be , we 
take to dcspondencjc, ffleanin£;le88nesG and fras tra t ion more r e a l i s t i -
c a l l y " perhaps BK>re asfdduously* 
CHAPTER - V 
Summary and Conclusion 
(70) 
CHAPTER i^  V 
The admistration of DAS on a sample of - cancer patients 
leads to some important conclusions especially from the standpoint 
of further researches and investigations* The conclusions given 
below would highlight how the findings open up avenues for further 
invectigptions. 
1, The factor of age tends to interact with which is more pronoun-
ced in the younger subjects* We may safely assume that there is 
probably a factor of "death expectancy" in relation to age, where 
death expectancy is a low in younger people and high in the older. 
Hence it may be assumed that death anxiety bears a relationship with 
death expectancy, and age and health may stand as significant varia-
bles in this regard* 
2* Subjects in the stage of early malignancy express higher DA 
which may be assigned to the stock arising out of the first exposure 
to cancer* 
3* The conclusions arising out of the qualitative analysis are no 
(71^  
lees important than the ones drawn from the quantitative analysis* 
4* Death anxiety does accompany meaninglessness in the majority 
of cases. In those rare cases where the patient clings to meaning 
death itself turns to be meaningful. And this happens in the case of 
sophisticated ninds. 
An inquiry into the meeninglulness and meaninglessness of death 
in relation to DA may therefore be of tremendous significance for the 
purpose of deeper understanding. 
% Similarly, the complicated subjective picture wl:iich exjbsts in 
relation to the factor of hope and despondency in early end advanced 
stages is noticeably interesting. What accentuates hope and despond-
ency must be seen in relation to the total personality background 
and the particular stage of malignancy. 
6. As regards patients' attitude toward illness there is suffici 
ent evidence to believe that intangible factors such as belief 
system acts a determinant of such attitudes. Worrying more or less 
about the disease has also lot to do with such material factors as 
(72) 
finonciol condit ion, the quei.tion of survivors e t c . 
?• Ck)ncerning p o t i e n t s ' reac t ions towarci fennily, the subjective 
factors h^ve B twofold channeling which i s of an i n t e r a c t i n g nature* 
This channeling comes from in feel ings sz i s in^ in tht; mind of pa t i en t 
and those ex is t ing i n minds of family members. The s i t ua t i on compri* 
sec of the In te rac t ion of these two fee l ings . I t i s worthwhile to 
inves t iga te these feel ings in r e l a t ion to the satls^faction and 
happiness one derives from them during the s tages of early and l a t e 
mali^^nancy* 
8* Las t ly , of course, the factorc of early Bad advanced malignancy 
are s ign i f ican t in r e l a t ion to a l l those subject ive aspects which 
can be brought under the purview of inves t iga t ions* Perhaps the most 
s ign i f ican t thing i s the a t t i t u d e of reconc i l i a t ion toward death* 
As one ge ts used to having a cancer the t^ttitude towara death ge t s 
a marked change* But the question i s • who reconci les with depth. 
This question requires a ful l -f ledged inquiry i n i t s own right* 
Hence, while r e i t e r a t i n g the concluding words of the l a s t Chapter 
In the following* The invert igstor suggeete that e full-f ledged 
qualitative research i s required fur improving our understanding 
of the reactions of cancer patients toward l i f e and the external 
real ity because present Investigator has already observed th^ t^ 
"there i s reconciliation with death, great despondency and an accen* 
tuated feeling of aeanlngleseness in l i f e * I t fflay be th.-^ t BB we 
have re(r.lization about l i f e * as we l i v e through i t» we PIBO have 
realization concerning death when i t really approaches - may be, we 
take to despondencyt mesningleseness and frustration more r e a l i s t i * 
cally * perhaps more assiduously^ 
Appencli e d ices 
(74) 
APPENDIX * 1 
Pleaee read the following l i e n s c e r e f u l l y . ?ou arc roqueetcd to 
wri te "YFS" or "NO" pgeinst erch o f then a f t e r you have fiiven thought 
to eech, Pleeee ask any question i f you tiave. 
1 . I am very much e l r a l d to d i e . 
2 . Th« thought of death seldom ea ters my mind* 
3* I t doesn't make me nervous when people talk 
about death* 
if. T dread to think rbout having to hove an 
operat ion. 
>. I am not at a l l a fra id to d i e . 
6. ^ am not par t i cu lar ly afra id of g e t t i n g cancer. 
7. The thought of death nevei bothers me. 
8 . I am of ten d i s t res sed by the way time f l i c s so 
very rapidly . 
9 . I fear dying a painful death. 
10 . The subject of l i f e a f t e r derth troubles me 
£-rertly. 
1 1 . I am r e a l l y scared of having a heart at tack. 
12 . I of ten thinit about how short l i f e rea l ly i s . 
13 . I shuder when I hei>r people ta lk ing cbout a 
'v'orld 'or I I I . 
14 . The e ight of a derd body i s horrifying to mc. 
1$. I f ee l that the future holds nothing for mc 
to fenr. 
Name . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . Sex . . . , 
^ge .•..•••.•••..•••••Education •.•.•«.••••..•• Income 
Addrees ....•.•....•. 
The case Btudy schedule for interview i 
The case study schedule mentioned below includes Family 
histojry, Personal i ty h i s to ry , Sex his tory and Major experiences* 
(A) Parents : 
(1) Race, Education, Economical and Social S ta tus , 
occupations, i n t e r e s t s , opinions and general tempra-
ment, s t a t e of heal th , 
(2) General home atmosphere (hormony or discOrd), what 
was the a t t i t u d e of each of your aprents towards 
you : ( a f fec t iona te , c v e r s o l i c i t i o u s , doneneering, 
possessive, nagging, anxious, i nd i f f e r en t e t c . ) 
(3) Moral o r r e l i g ious i n s t r u c t i o n s . 
(B) S i s t e r s and Brothers . 
(C) Larger family c i r c l e . Grand parents and r e l a t i v e s . 
(D) Physical surroundings of youth. City o r country: Nature 
of home. 
( I I ) PERSONALITY HISTORY j Data and Place of b i r t h . Nature of 
b i r t h , (natura l o r cassarean, short or long labour ) , 
(A) Early development, i l l n e s s , h a b i t s . 
(B) (1) School and college h i s to ry . 
(2) Friendship (many, few, casual o r deep) 
(3) Quarrels; Moodiness and s o l i t a r i n e s s , 
(if) We are ignored. 
(5) Aggressive. 
(76) 
(III) s^^ HISTORY t 
(1) Early knowledge (cu r ios i ty about the body,eBpeclally 
about eex dif ferences . 
(2) Early p rac t i ce s : Masterbation, r e l a t i o n s with the sane 
o r opposit sex. Did you want to see o the rs naked or 
display your own body? 
(3) What emot&ons accoopanied or followed sex experiences. 
(Anxiety, shame» remoures, reu ls ion , s a t i s f a c t i o n ) . 
ik) What I s your a t t i t u d e towards marriage? 
(IV) Hfl^ QP SXPSRi^ EPCgg i 
(A) Pos i t ive : (Events accompanied by great emotion; success 
and Joy). 
(B) Negative z (Events accompanied by great depression and 
discomfort: f i gh t s , humil ia t ions , f a i l u r e s , 
t ransgress ions . 
(V) Aims and Aspira t ions . 
(VI) Estimates of se l f and world. 
APPENDIX . ^ 
Interview Schedule! 
1. Do you feel l i f e i s quite meaningless? Or there i s no fun in 
l i v ing any more? ( y©a/»o ) 
2. Do you feel you wil l not survive long? ( Tes/No) 
3« Do you feel you could hot become what you had aspired for? 
( Yes/No ) 
k* Do you feel upset and anxious that many important t a ^ s would 
remain unfinished due to your departure from the world? 
( Yes/No ) 
5. Do you feel only Divine intervention can rel ieve you from the 
suffering? ( Yea/No ) 
6* Do you think th is ailment i s a punishment for you from God? 
( Yes/No ) 
7* Do you have any ideal personality in your mind l i k e whom you 
aspire to become? 
8. What are your plans in case you recover from th i s i l lnes s? 
(a) Any vocation? 
(b) Business? 
9» How have your relations treated you after knowing about your 
illness? 
(a) Helped you emotionally? 
(b) Just to v i s i t and enquire about youi 
10* Do you l ike your family members as much as you did before 
getting sick? ( Yes/No ) 
11. Do you want your family members to v i s i t you frequently? 
( Yes/No .): 
(^e) 
12. Are you becoming indifferent to your family members? ( Yee/No ) 
13* Bo you feel your family members haTe become hopiess about you? 
( Yes/No ) 
lif. Are you quite happy in their company? ( Yes/No ) 
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